
RISK MANAGEMENT IN OBSTETRICS

This is the third edition of this guidance. The original edition, entitled Clinical Risk Management for Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists, was.

Cheng et al. Duncan et al. These simulation courses would be beneficial [7]. Some error may happen due to
mistake or violation [7]. The results were that the main pitfall of most of these complications arise from poor
screening and recognition of high risk patients as well as deficient policies in service provision in all these 5
hospitals Table 2 , and deducted that addressing common infrastructural problems, will help us in designating
the plan of management. The Journal of Pediatrics, ,  Our study was approved by the ethic committee of
Tehran University Medical of Sciences on  Since we have mainly managerial and staff dependent problems
affecting maternal health which are amendable with a comprehensive program with clinical governance
approach we suggest a pathway for improvement of these two. Post partum haemorrhage, labor management
problems, and neonatal hypothermia got the highest scores in these regards, and then these 24 items were
categorized in 2 groups of risk assessment and hospital management. We also observed that these risks were
similar and their main problems were due to deficiencies in infrastructures. Provision of appropriate referral
system: Timely recognition of the risks and Referral Of obstetric Patients can play a life saving role in
emergency treatments and has crucial effects on the pregnancy outcome. Then based on Risk Management
Rules in Clinical Governance, the complications analysis was done with use of failure mode and effects
analysis: 1 We examine the process in all these complications. So Table 4. There are some rare situations that
staffs may not have faced before, like shoulder dystocia, vaginal breech delivery, cord prolaps. Almeida, M.
We analyzed the contributory factors based on five items including organization and management, human
factors, environmental factors, technology factors and maternal related factors Table 5 , Table 6. Midwifery,
26,  It is estimated that, at least half of these poor prognostic events could be prevented [7]. Then the delegates
from each hospital were asked to report the most common obstetrical complications of their hospitals. Step 2.
Others studies also showed these high prevalence complications: Almeida et al. In the next step we asked the
participants to allocate scores 1 to 10 for each of the mentioned complication with respect to below mentioned
indices: 1 Probability of complication occurrence; 2 Possibility of prevention; 3 Priority of interventions; 4
Possibility of getting favourable result in the short time with the least interventions.


